Installing the Adapter Base
If your commercial base is equipped with an adapter unit, the unit will fit into any permanent 2” socket, such as a
starting block socket or a flag pole socket. This makes the unit portable and easily transported from one swimming location to another.
To use this base, simply remove the starting block or flag pole to accommodate the adapter base. Place the base
in the socket. It should fit snug and go all the way into the plate. If the base is not snug, a few wraps with some
duct tape will take up the slack.
Now put the pole into the base and you are ready to swim any normal routine.
If you decide to permanently install the adapter unit, follow the instructions for the In-Deck Base, increasing the
diameter of the hole to accommodate the adapter unit.

Installing into a Wood Deck
To install your Super Swim system into a wood deck is easy. First, find a spot where you want your Super Swim to
be. The spot should be close to the edge of the deck, near the water.
Find a cross member underneath the planking (Note: this is normally a 2 X 4 or 2 X 6)
Drill a 1” hole that is 4” deep through the planking, in to the cross member underneath the planking. Try to drill as
close to the center of the cross member as possible.
Clean the hole and place the base in the hole. (Note: make sure that it goes all the way down so the plate is flush
on the wood deck.
Remove the base and mix the grout that comes with the unit. (Note: Remember to add water slowly, until the
grout is like a thick gravy)
Pour the grout into the hole about 1/3 full.
Press the base into the hole until it is all the way in.
Clean any excess grout off with a damp rag.
The base will be ready to use in 2-3 hours.

